TICA - The International Cat Association

Pet-Ki Enterprises

Business Ads

(formerly Nekochan Enterprises)

TICA Endorsement of Excellence Recipient

Nekochan Enterprises was founded in 2007 by Ellen Tsuyuki. With more than 10-years of pet industry experience, she established the company to design and manufacture innovative, high-quality cat products, including the award-winning Neko Flies Cat Toys.

Pet-Ki Enterprises Inc. and the RompiCatz line of exciting new cat toys were later introduced. The company also includes rebranded Neko toys and a durable line of rope toys for dogs under the RompiDogz brand.
To learn more about PetKi, visit http://www.tica.rompicatz.com.

Advertiser details
Name: Jonathan Patterson
Email: info@phantomwolfcreative.com
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